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1. Apollo 11 Moon Landing. Souvenir Folio.
Folio (40 cm x 50.5 cm) card slipcase printed with a
pattern of the lunar surface. Contains four page
introduction, with the facsimile signatures of the
three astronauts, and 20 full colour photographic
images, including the crew (Armstrong, Aldrin,
Collins), Buzz Aldrin on the moon taken by
Armstrong and showing the reflection of the
landing module, Aldrin climbing down the ladder, a
footprint on the moon, Earthrise and images of the
Earth from space. Issued by the Omega Watch
Company (to commemorate their watch going to
the moon), and believed to have been issued in
December 1969. Near-fine condition in near-fine
slipcase. Omega, 1969
$ 1,200.00

2. Abetti, Giorgio.Translated from the Italian by
Betty Burr Abetti, Foreword by Sir Harold Spencer
Jones. The History of Astronomy 8vo, pp. xviii,
345, Index, b/w plates, endpapers foxed and lightly
tanned, few foxing spots and other marks edges,
original cloth bds., few marks, edges rubbed.
London, Sidgwick & Jackson, 1954
* Human interpretation of astronomy from ancient
civilizations through to the modern era. Covers
Ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia, medieval
astronomy, Copernicus, and Newton.
$ 35.00

3. Abt, Helmut A. (Editor). The Astrophysical
Journal, American Astronomical Society
Centennial Issue, Selected Fundamental Papers
Published This Century in The Astronomical
Journal and The Astrophysical Journal 4to, pp.
(x) 1283, original cloth boards, small label bottom
rear, very good. Chicago, University of Chicago

Press, 1999
$ 80.00

4. Adamczewski, Jan. Nicolaus Copernicus and
his Epoch Sml 4to, pp 164, colour & b/w plates,
pict eps, cloth boards, v.g., in d.j. with repaired tear
to rear, creased and chipped edges. Warsaw,
Interpress Publishers, 1972
* Biography of the Polish born astronomer, with
much historical background of life in the fifteenth
century.
$ 25.00

5. Airy, G.B. Gravitation: An Elementary
Explanation of The Principal Perturbations in the
Solar System 8vo, pp. xxiv, 215, b/w diagrams,
stamp front pastedown, previous owner's signature,
ink note to rear free endpaper, occasional mark
scattered throughout, edges slightly tanned, pages
loose in boards. London, Charles Knight, 1834
* Includes laws of gravitation, principles of
perturbation, planetary orbits, lunar theory, and
Jupiter's satellites.
$ 110.00

6. Alter, Dinsmore. Introduction to the Moon
8vo, pp. 108, b/w ills., wraps, stapled spine, spine
and edges tanned, sketch loosely inserted, very
good condition. Los Angeles, Griffith Observatory,
1958
* Overview of the moon, covering lunar features,
early observations and the lunar maria, by the
director of the Griffith Observatory. With numerous
black and white photographs. Published eleven
years before the first moon landing,
$ 40.00

7. Armitage, Angus. William Herschell 8vo, pp.
xii, 158, Index, b/w plates and text ills., minor
foxing eps., orig cl bds., v.g., in d.j. slightly worn
head and tail of spine, foxing verso. London,
Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1962
* Life and work of the amateur astronomer.
$ 20.00

Baldwin, Ralph B. The Face of the Moon 8vo, pp.
239, Index, b/w frontis, b/w plates and ills., original
cloth boards, spine and top edge sunned, light
speckled white marks rear top board, minor fishing
bottom rear cnr. Internally clean and in very good
condition. Chicago, University of Chicago Press,
1949
* Covers surface features, meteorite craters, lunar
atmosphere and the circular maria. With full-page
black and white photographic plates. Published



twenty years before the moon landing.
$ 132.00

8. Ball, Sir Robert S. In Starry Realms New cheap
ed., 8vo, pp. x, 371, Index, b/w frontis, b/w ills and
maps, eps browned, portion front pastedown worn,
few minor marks fore-edge, t.e.g., orig cl bds.,
fished covers. London, Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons,
1912
* Analysis of the planets and stars.
$ 25.00

9. Barlow, C.W.C. and G.H. Bryan. Elementary
Mathematical Astronomy 3rd ed (9th impr)., 8vo,
pp. xvi, 445, Index, (iv adverts), b/w ills., prev
owner's inscr., foxing throughout, front hinge
started, orig cl bds., edges spine rubbed. London,
University Tutorial Press, 1926
$ 30.00

10. Beer, Arthur (Editor). Vistas in Astronomy,
Volume 10 Royal 8vo, pp. viii, 214, b/w folded
map, light foxing edges, original cloth boards, very
good, in d.j. edges yellowed and lightly foxed, rear
rubbed, few marks, small sticker mark front.
Oxford, Pergamon Press, 1968
* Collection articles on contemporary astronomy
and allied sciences. Includes astro-archaelogy,
astrophysics, cosmogony, and dynamics.
$ 30.00

11. Beer, Arthur (Editor). Vistas in Astronomy,
Volume 11 Royal 8vo, pp. viii, 273, b/w ills., light
foxing prelims and edges, original cloth boards,
very good, in d.j. edges yellowed and lightly foxed,
rear rubbed, few marks. Oxford, Pergamon Press,
1969
* Collection articles on contemporary astronomy
and allied sciences. Includes geophysics, cellestial
mechanics, evolution and prehistory.
$ 30.00

12. Beer, Arthur (Editor). Vistas in Astronomy,
Volume 9, New Aspects in the History and
Philosophy of Astronomy Royal 8vo, pp. xvi, 316,
colour frontis, b/w ills., light foxing scattered
throughout, original cloth boards, very good, in d.j.
rubbed, light marks, small sticker mark front, minor
foxing rear. Oxford, Pergamon Press, 1967
* Proceedings of the First Joint Symposium of the
'International Astronomical Union' and the 'Union
Internationale d'Histoire et de Philosophie des
Sciences' University of Hamburg.
$ 55.00

13. Bergquist, N.O. The Moon Puzzle, A Revived
Classical Theory correlating the Origin of the
Moon with many problems in natural science 8vo,
pp. xiv, 378, Index, b/w ills., few minor marks
endpapers, original cloth boards,spine and edges
unevenly sunned, offsetting spine, split along front
joint, in worn d.j. edges chipped and frayed, rubbed.
Copenhagen, Grafisk Forlag, 1954
$ 20.00

14. Blackwell, D.E. The Future of Optical
Astronomy 8vo, pp. 19, cnrs lightly creased, paper
wraps, stapled spine, edges yellowed, few light
marks, good. London, Oxford at the Clarendon
Press, 1962
* Lecture delivered by Blackwell, University of
Oxford, 12 June 1962.
$ 20.00

15. Blount, Lady and Albert Smith. Zetetic
Astronomy: or the Sun's Motions North and
South; with the Moon's Motions; Fancied and
Real, Showing the Uselessness of the
GravitationTheory, etc. 8vo, pp. 71, b/w ills.,
occasional minor foxing, few marks scattered
throughout, wraps, tanned and discoloured, light
foxing front, rear corner creased. Surrey, The
Author, 1904
* Argues that the Earth is flat. Scarce.
$ 300.00

16. Bohme, S. et.al. (Editors). Astronomy and
Astrophysics Abstracts, Volume 20, Literature
1977, Part 2 Royal 8vo, pp. x, 786, Index, previous
owner's inscription, original cloth boards, very
good. Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 1978
$ 33.00

17. Bok, Bart J. The Astronomer's Universe
Reprint, 8vo, pp. xii, 107, Index, b/w ills., small
sticker mark bottom front eps., orig cl bds., few
marks edges. Melbourne, Melbourne University
Press, 1959
* Covers problems of the solar system, analysis of
stars, the milky way system, and evolution of
galaxies.
$ 10.00

18. Bok, Bart J. The Spiral Structure of Our
Galaxy [Signed] Reprint, Royal 8vo, pp. 11, b/w
photos and ills., minro foxing edges, paper wraps,
stapled spine, authors signed presentation copy
inscribed to the 'Astronomical Society of Victoria'
and signed by the author, covers foxed. , Sky and
Telescope, 1970
* Reprint from 'Sky and Telescope' Volume 38, No.



6, and Volume 39, No. 1, December, 1969, and
January, 1970.
$ 75.00

19. Brown, Basil. Astronomical Atlases, Maps &
Charts, An Historical & General Guide Roy 8vo,
pp 200, b/w plates, off-setting to eps, gilt dec
vellum boards, bowed, in d.j., few small closed
tears at edges, spine sunned. London, Search
Publiching Company, 1932
* A account of the early atlases and charts of
astronomy and their compilers.
$ 250.00

20. Brown, Hanbury. Man and the Stars Small 4to,
pp. ix, 185, Index, b/w photos and ills., ex-lib with
stamps, orig bds., in v.g. d.j., covered with plastic.
Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1978
* Analysis of modern astronomy, including the
calendar, and the fields contributions to science.
$ 15.00

21. Buil, Christian.Translated from the French by
Emmanuel and Barbara Davoust. CCD Astronomy,
Construction and Use of an Astronomical Camera
1st English language edition, 8vo, pp. xiv, 321,
Index, b/w plates and ills., original pictorial boards,
nr fine. Virginia, Willmann-Bell Inc, 1991
$ 30.00

22. Burgess, Eric. Guided Weapons 8vo, pp. 255,
Index, b/w frontis, b/w photos and maps, ex-lib
with stamps and call nos in ink along with
borrowers pockets., occasional mark, orig cl bds., in
d.j. covered with thick plastic and taped to bds.
London, Chapman & Hall, 1957
* Guided missile weapon systems.
$ 10.00

23. Chapman, R.W. The Elements of Astronomy
for Surveyors 3rd rev ed., 8vo, pp. x, 251, Index,
b/w ills., pencil notes to eps and occasionally to
text, occasional mark, orig cl bds., edges rubbed,
stain to rear. London, Charles Griffin & Co, 1925
* Elementary astronomical observations for the
surveyor.
$ 25.00

24. Cheyne, C.H.H. An Elementary Treatise on the
Planetary Theory, with a Collection of Problems
2nd edition, 8vo, pp. xiv, 155, (iv adverts), pages
tanned and marked, top cnr front free endpaper lost,
few stains edges, front hinge weak, original cloth
boards, 5cm split to cloth at rear joint, extremities

frayed, cnrs bumped. London, Macmillan and Co.,
1870
$ 50.00

25. Cheyne, C.H.H. The Earth's Motion of
Rotation, Including the Theory of Precession and
Nutation 8vo, pp. viii, 52, 33 adverts, previous
owner's inscription, minor marks prelims and page
edges faintly yellowed, original cloth bds., rubbed,
corners bumped. London, Macmillan and Co., 1867
* Mathematical theory of rotation applied to the
earth.
$ 150.00

26. Clason, Clyde B. Exploring the Distant Stars,
Thrilling adventures in our Galaxy and beyond
2nd impression, 8vo, pp. 384, Index, b/w ills., faint
offsetting endpapers and minor foxing, light foxing
edges, original cloth bds., spine sunned, edges
slightly rubbed, good, in d.j. edges creasedm rear
edges yellowed. New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons,
1958
* Account of the history of astronomy and the
complexities of the universe.
$ 20.00

27. Clerke, Agnes M. Modern Cosmogonies 8vo,
pp. viii, 287, Index, endpapers lightly tanned, top
edge dusty, original cloth boards, edges rubbed.
London, Adam and Charles Black, 1905
* Covers nebulae, the nebulae hypothesis, tidal
friction, protyle, and meteorites. Many of the
chapters previously published as a series in
'Knowledge,' and 'Knowledge and Illustrated
Scientific News.'
$ 30.00



28. Clerke, Agnes M. The Herschels and Modern
Astronomy pp 224,16 adverts, Index, 3 b/w plate
portraits, cloth boards, a little light flecking,
otherwise very good. London, Cassell & Company,
1901
* The lives of William, Caroline and John Herschel.
$ 95.00

29. Craine, Eric R. (Editor). The Astronomy
Quarterly - 12 Issues, 1978 - 1986 12 issues, each
approx 45pp. b/w ills., wraps, very good. Arizona,
Pachart Publishing House, 1978-1986
* Issues include: Volume 2, Number 8, 1978;
Volume 3, Number 9 - 11, 1979-80; Volume 4,
Number 13 - Number 16, 1982-1983; Volume 5,
Number 17-19, 1984-1986.
$ 33.00

30. Cronin, Vincent. The View from Planet Earth:
Man looks at the Cosmos 8vo, cloth boards,
dustjacket, b&w plates, pp 348. Inner flaps of d.j.
are foxed, o/w clean, good condn. London, Collins,
1981
* Discusses the many ways in which Western
civilisation has sought to interpret the universe.
$ 25.00

31. Lettres sur L'Astronomie Pratique 8vo, pp. (iv)
164, two b/w folded charts, light foxing prelims and
latter leaves, original leather boards, split starting
along front joint, few heavy scuff marks and small
hole to upper portion rear board, astronomical
association stamp to ffep, edges worn. A good copy
of this scarce title. Paris, Chez Didot, 1786
* Practical astronomy, bound with second edition
of 'Uranographie ou Contemplation du Ciel,' (Sky
Cartography, or Contemplation of the Stars). A
very good copy of this scarce item. Text in French.
Darquier (1718-1802) discovered the ring Nebula
M57 in 1779. He was also amongst the early
observors of the newly discovered planet Uranus in
1781. He calculated an orbit for it, and found that it
was a slightly elliptical orbit outside that of Saturn.
$ 1,750.00

32. Dauber, Philip M. The Three Big Bangs,
Comet Crashes, Exploding Stars and the Creation
of the Universe 8vo, cl bds, d.j, b&w plates, pp.
(viii) 207. Minor scuffing to d.j., previous owner's
signature on ffep, very good condition.
Massachusetts, Addison-Wesley, 1996
* Explores the connections between the Big Bang
that spawned the universe, the supernova which
seeded the solar system with heavy elements, and
the crash of a gigantic comet or asteroid that killed

the dinosaurs.
$ 15.00

33. Davis, Capt. John E. and Percy L.H. Davis.
Sun's True Bearing or Azimuth Tables, Computed
for Intervals of Four Minutes, Between the
Parallels of Latitude 30 N. and 30 S. inclusive,
with Instructions for Using the Tables. 8vo, pp.
xxvi, 255, (xxiv adverts), endpapers browned,
original limp cloth, spine and edges sunned, few
minor marks. Edinburgh, Neill & Co, 1913
$ 25.00

34. Delaney, Charles. The Glory of the Stars 8vo,
pp. 160, Index, b/w ills., pages tanned, original
cloth boards, spine sunned. Melbourne, J.Roy
Stevens, 1924
* Account of the stars, front cover title 'Rambles
Among the Stars.'Astronomy (with brief section on
astrology), by a Jesuit.
$ 50.00

35. Dick, Thomas.  The Christian Philosopher; or,
the Connexion of Science with Religion.
1st edition, 1st ed., pp.xii, (13)-444, b/w fronts.
Illustrated by author, prev. owner's inscr to f.f.e.p.,
scattered foxing, marbled endpapers, half leather,
marbled bds, gd condition. Edinburgh, Longman,
Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1823
* Rare first edition of this work by the prolific
Scottish writer and churchman Thomas Dick (1774-
1857), dedicated to the astronomer Sir David
Brewster. While essentially a work of natural
theology, the author's work is very much influenced
by his interest in astronomy, which led him at an
early age to construct his own lenses and
telescopes. He attempts to reconnect natural
philosophy with religious notions, against the
prevailing mood of the times which generally
avoids “every observation or allusion, which might
expose the writer to a sneer as a religionist or a
fanatic”, in contrast with the earlier work of Bacon,
Newton and Boyle. Over the course of five chapters,
Dick discusses the omnipotence and wisdom of
God, the sciences related to theology (natural
history, geography, geology, astronomy, chemistry,
and anatomy), the uses of various scientific
instruments and inventions and their relation to the
objects of religions (including the printing press,
the microscope, and steam navigation and “its
utility in promoting the intercourse of mankind”).
The final two chapters deal with the use of science
in the interpretation of Scripture, and the
advantages of linking science to religion. The
present work was his first published book.
$ 1,250.00



36. Dick, Thomas. The Sidereal Heavens, and
Other Subjects Connected with Astronomy, As
Illustrative of the Character of the Deity, and of
an Infinity of Worlds Second thousand, 8vo, pp.
xvi, 584, Index, b/w frontis portrait, b/w plates,
light foxing prelims and latter leaves, top edge dust
stained, amateur restoration to binding, original
blind stamped cloth bds., rubbed, edges worn, cnrs
bent, amateur restoration to boards with binders
tape to backstrip and remnants of original spine laid
down. London, Thomas Ward and Co, nd c(1840)
* Account of the properties and arrangements of the
stars, also covers comets and meteors. The author
places his astronomical observations within a
'Creationist' framework.
$ 95.00

37. Dobson, G.M.B. Exploring the Atmosphere
8vo, pp. xii, 188, b/w frontis, b/w ills and charts,
edges slightly yellowed, orig cl bds., good, in d.j
edges creased, slightly rubbed London, Oxford
University Press, 1963
$ 25.00

38. Draper, Arthur L. and Martin Lockwood. The
Story of Astronomy 2nd impr., 8vo, pp. 255, Index,
b/w frontis, b/w plates eps yellowed, light foxing
prelims and edges, small hole f.f.ep., orig cl bds.,
spine sunned, covers scuffed, few small stains
spine. London, George Allen & Unwin, 1941
* Early discoveries, equipment, and theories.
$ 15.00

39. Dreyer, J.L.E. New General Catalogue of
Nebulae and Clusters of Stars (1888), Index
Catalogue (1895), Second Index Catalogue (1908)
Reprint, Royal 8vo, pp. (iv) 378, minor foxing
endpapers and top edge, papered boards, edges and
spine yellowed, light foxing front, small chips head
and tail spine, good. London, Royal Astronomical
Society, 1953
* Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society.
$ 165.00

40. Druga, Ladislav. Hvezdaren Hurbanovo (
*Astronomical Observatory, Hurbanovo, Slovakia)
Oblong Royal 8vo, pp. 64, colour plates, b/w ills.,
previous owner's inscription, original cloth boards,
very good, in good d.j. top edge a little creased.
Slovakia, c1990
* History of the Astronomical Observatory,
Hurbanovo, Slovakia. Text predominantly in
Slovakian, with a small condensed history in
English.
$ 40.00

41. Duffett-Smith, Peter. Easy PC Astronomy 8vo,
pp. xiv, 151, includes original disk in pouch at rear,
wraps, very good. Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 1997
* AstroScript for make astronomical calculations.
$ 35.00

42. Duncan, David Ewing. The Calendar, The
5000-year struggle to align the clock and the
heavens - and what happened to the mising ten
days 8vo, pp. xxii, 360, Index, b/w ills., orig cl bds.,
nr fine, in v.g d.j. London, Fourth Estate, 1998
$ 15.00

43. Dyson, J.E. and D.A. Williams. The Physics of
the Interstellar Medium 2nd edition, 8vo, pp. xiv,
165, Index, colour plate, b/w ills., wraps, near fine.
Bristol, Institute of Physics Publishing, 1997
* The Graduate Series in Astronomy.
$ 30.00

44. Dyson, Sir Frank and R.v.d.R. Woolley.
Eclipses of the Sun and Moon 8vo, pp. viii, 160,
Index, b/w frontis, b/w plates and ills., endpaper
edges tanned, few marks front endpapers, plate
margins faintly yellowed, original cloth bds., head
spine and bottom front edge sunned, in d.j. tape
marks to head and tail of spine, head of spine
largely lost, edges creased with few minor closed
tears, spine and front edges tanned. London, Oxford
at the Clarendon Press, 1937
* The physical state of matter in the outer layers of
the sun as indicated by the solar eclipse
phenomenon.
$ 110.00

45. Elgie, Joseph H. The Complete Star Guide
Reprint, 12mo, pp. (xii) 44, 7 Index, b/w ills., minor
foxing endpapers and edges, original papered
boards, rubbed and marked, split along rear and
front joints, chipped head and tail spine. London,
Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co., Ltd,
1919
$ 15.00

46. Ellery, R.L. J. (Director).Deduced from
Observations Made at the Melbourne Observatory
Under the Direction of Robert L. J. Ellery. First
Melbourne General Catalogue of 1227 Stars for
the Epoch 1870 (1863 to 1870) SIGNED 4to.,
Volume I [1874]. pp. xvi, 63, award plate to front
paste-down presented by Melbourne Observatory to
R.L.F. Ellery (author) with signature of Robert L. J.
Ellery to upper front cover, light foxing throughout,
or. cl. backed paper wraps, corners chipped. Rare
Melbourne, Government Printer, 1874



* 'Melbourne Results of Astronomical
Observations,' annual catalogues. First Catalogue -
results of observations made with the Melbourne
Transit Circle from mid 1863 to end of 1870.
$ 900.00

47. Ellery, R.L. J. (Director).Deduced from
Observations Made at the Melbourne Observatory
Under the Direction of Robert L. J. Ellery. Second
Melbourne Catalogue of 1211 Stars for the Epoch
1880 (1871.0 to 1884.7) 4to., Volume II (1889) pp.
xvi, 63, minor foxing edges, or. cl. backed paper
wraps, v.g. condition Melbourne, Government
Printer, 1889
* 'Melbourne Results of Astronomical
Observations,' annual catalogues. Second
Catalogue - results of observations made with the
Old Transit Circle of five inches aperture from
1871 to August 1884. Rare
$ 650.00

48. Ellery, R.L. J. (Director).Deduced from
Observations Made at the Melbourne Observatory
Under the Direction of Robert L. J. Ellery. Third
Melbourne Catalogue of 3068 Stars for the
Equinox 1890 (1884.7 to 1894.0) 4to, Volume III
(1917) pp. viii, 77, some browing to endpapers of
volume III, or. cl. boards, v.g. condition Melbourne,
Government Printer, 1917
* 'Melbourne Results of Astronomical
Observations,' observation results made with a new
transit cricle (installed 1884) during the period
1884.7-1894.0. The manuscript of this catalogue
was prepared in 1902 but publication was not
funded intil 1917.
$ 650.00

49. Ellyard, David. Sky Watch 8vo, paper wraps,
b&w illus, pp 143. Very good condn. Sydney, ABC
Books, 1993
* A guide to the Southern skies.
$ 15.00

50. Ernst, BR. And TJ. E. De Vries.Translated by
D.R. Welsh, Edited by H.E. Butler, Preface by H.A.
Bruck. Atlas of the Universe Small 4to, pp. 227,
b/w plates and ills., pictorial endpapers, few foxing
spots prelims., top edge lightly foxed, original cloth
bds., good, in d.j. edges creased and frayed, 15 cm
tear from head of spine, taped. London, Nelson,
1961
* History of astronomy, extensive photographs of
recent astronomical discoveries.
$ 35.00

51. Fath, Edward Arthur. The Elements of
Astronomy, A Nonmathematical Textbook for Use
as an Introduction to the Subject in Colleges,
Universities, etc., and for the General Reader 5th
ed., 8vo, pp. x, 369, Index, b/w frontis, b/w plates
rear, b/w photos and ills., minor foxing edges,
original cloth bds., slightly rubbed. New York,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1955
* Covers gravitational astronomy, eclipses, planets,
stars, galaxy structure, and cosmogony.
$ 25.00

52. Fedynsky, V. Meteors 8vo, pp. 126, b/w photos,
minor marks t.p., occasional pencil underlining of
text, wraps, edges slightly worn, good. Moscow,
Foreign Languages Publishing House, 1959
$ 15.00

53. Fraser, Ronald.Foreword by Sir James Wordie.
Regard the Earth, The Story of the International
Geophysical Year, 1957-1958 8vo, pp. 24, b/w
plates, light foxing throughout, wraps, edges
tanned, foxed, remnants small label bottom front
cnr. London, Science Club, 1957
$ 15.00

54. Furness, Caroline E. An Introduction to the
Study of Variable Stars 8vo, pp. xx, 327, Index,
b/w frontis, b/w plates and ills., award plate f.f.ep.,
stamp to front pastedown and small label, faint
yellowing to endpapers and edges prelims.,
occasional marks scattered throughout, front hinge
broken, original cloth bds., edges rubbed, few
marks rearm cnrs bumped. Boston, Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1915
* Volume of The Vassar Semi-Centennial Series.
$ 40.00

55. Gainer, Michael Kizinski. Astronomy,
Observational Activities and Experiments 8vo, pp.
x, 131, b/w ills., faded coffee stains pp. 4-5 and
verso rear wrap, spiral bound wraps, edges a little
creased, lightly rubbed rear. Boston, Allyn &
Bacon, 1974
$ 20.00

56. Gamow, George. Biography of the Earth, Its
Past, Present, and Future 8vo, pp. xiv, 242, Index,
b/w plates and ills., occasional marks scattered
throughout, edges foxed, original cloth bds.,
rubbed, few small stainms both boards, edges
rubbed. New York, The Viking Press, 1941
* Covers the basis of the solar system and the
geological evolution of the earth.
$ 20.00



57. Gamow, George.Illustrated by the author. The
Birth and Death of the Sun, Stellar Evolution and
Subatomic Energy 8vo, pp. xvi, 238, Index, b/w
plates and ills., pict eps., prev owner's inscr., orig cl
bds., bottom edge rubbed, in d.j. edges worn and
creased, small tear rear, bottom cnr front flap
missing. New York, The Viking Press, 1940
* Covers physics, chemistry, the formation of the
sun, the harnessing of the suns energy, and the birth
of the universe.
$ 25.00

58. Gore, J. Ellard. Studies in Astronomy 8vo, pp.
xii, 336, Index, b/w frontis, b/w plates, previous
owner's inscription, light foxing particularly edges,
top edge gilt, original green cloth boards, rubbed,
small scattered marks, edges worn. London, Chatto
& Windus, 1904
$ 40.00

59. Gore, J.E. An Astronomical Glossary, or
Dictionary of Terms Used in Astronomy, with
Tables of Data and Lists of Remarkable and
Interesting Celestial Objects 8vo, pp. iv, 139, 56
adverts, library stamp top title page and verso free
endpapers, few minor marks, front hinge broken,
original blue cloth boards, lightly scuffed, edges
rubbed, head spine a little frayed. London, Crosby
Lockwood & Son, 1893
$ 75.00

60. Gore, John Ellard. Planetary and Stellar
Studies; or, Short Papers on the Planets, Stars,
and Nebulae 8vo, pp. 264, b/w frontis, b/w plates
and ills., decorated endpapers, previous owner's
inscription, endpapers tanned, top edge gilt, original
blue cloth boards, light fishing, few minor scuff
marks. London, Roper and Drowley, 1888
$ 80.00

61. (H.M. Nautical Almanac Office). The
Prediction and Reduction of Occultations 8vo, pp.
(vi) 46, b/w frontis, b/w ills., previous owner's
inscription, title page tanned with foxing frontis,
wraps, previous owner's inscription front along with
bookseller label, edges yellowed. London, His
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1937
* Supplement to the Nautical Almanac for 1938.
$ 25.00

62. Hamilton, Joseph.Introduction by Rev. W.H.
Withrow. Our Own and Other Worlds 8vo, pp.
203, Index, (1 advert), b/w plates and ills., lacks
f.f.ep and half t.p., few pencil notations to text,
bottom edge t.p. chipped, stitching weak, orig gilt
dec cl bds., edges rubbed, top rear edge frayed and

heavily worn with some loss to bd., split rear joint
at head of spine. New York, Eaton & Mains, nd
c(1905)
* Analysis of astronomical discoveries.
$ 20.00

63. Hart, Ivor B.Introduction by Dr. Charles Singer.
Makers of Science. Mathematics, Physics,
Astronomy Reprint, 8vo, pp. 320, Index, b/w
frontis, b/w photos and ills., previous owner's
inscription, light foxing scattered throughout,
original cloth bds., minor fishing, edges rubbed.
London, Oxford University Press, 1940
* Major scientific discoveries, includes Bacon,
Copernicus, Newton, Boyle, and Faraday.
$ 30.00

64. Hawks, Ellison. Astronomy 8vo, pp. 120, Index,
b/w frontis, b/w plates and ills., endpapers lightly
foxed and tanned, edges dusty and lightly foxed,
original cloth boards, spine faintly sunned.
Manchester, Milner & Company, c1913
$ 35.00

65. Hayles, Vern (Artist). Space Chart, A Picture
of Tomorrow, The Story of the Future satellites
and Moon Voyage, In Picture Form, with a
Diagrammatic Representation of our Planet
System, A Star Chart, and a Glossary of Terms
480mm x 365mm poster, folded to 8vo size, two
tone ills., faint foxing to portions outer panels, front
cover a little creased and rubbed, good. Melbourne,
The Salvation Army Printing Department, nd
c(1965)
$ 30.00

66. Helden, Albert van. Measuring the Universe,
Cosmic Dimensions from Aristarchus to Halley
Reprint, 8vo, pp. viii, 203, Index, wraps, very good.
Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1986
$ 20.00

67. Hickey, James C. Introducing the Universe.
8vo, pp. 159, Index, b/w frontis, b/w plates, orig cl
bds., few minor marks, good, in d.j edges creased
and chipped, bottom portion rear lost. London, Eyre
& Spottiswoode, 1952
* Developments in astronomical knowledge.
$ 15.00

68. Hiltner, W. Albert (Editor). Astronomical
Techniques Reprint, 8vo, pp. xxii, 635, Index, b/w
ills., previous owner's inscription, few minor marks
edges, wraps, few minor marks, good. Chicago,
University of Chicago Press, 1977
* Voulme 2 from the series 'Stars and Stellar



Systems.'
$ 30.00

69. Home, R.W. and Hans-Jochen Kretzer.
Historical Records of Australian Science, Volume
8, Number 4, 1991 - The Flagstaff Observatory,
Melbourne: New Documents Relating to its
Foundation Reprint, 8vo, pp. (213) - 243, b/w ills.,
signed by the author (R.W. Home), wraps, stapled
spine, good. Canberra, Australian Academy of
Science, 1991
$ 15.00

70. Houzeau, J.C. Vade-Mecum De L'Astronome
8vo, pp. xxviii, 1144, Index, previous owner's
stamp top introduction page, endpapers tanned and
brittle with edges chipped, rear free endpaper
creased at centre with 5cm tear along crease, top cnr
title page clipped, few ink notation marks to text
margins, light foxing occasionally scattered
throughout, front hinge broken, amateur repairs to
title page, speckled edges, few stains top edge,
quarter leather bds., leather cnrs heavily scuffed and
worn, boards faded at edges, amateur repairs to
spine, black vinyl laid over original backstrip.
Bruxelles, F. Hayez, 1882
* Bibliography of astronomical works, many
annotated and indexed. Scarce. Important work of
the Belgian astronomer Jean-Charles Houzeau
(1820-1888). Early in his career Houzeau was an
assistant at the Observatory in Burssels, and later
spent time in North America (1857-1868), and
Jamaica (1868-1876). He returned to Brussels and
became director at the Royal Observatory of
Belgium (1876-1883). Houzeau made a significant
contribution to astronomy, including his
monumental Bibliographie generale de
l'astronomie. This is the rare FIRST edition
$ 550.00

71. Hoyle, Fred. Frontiers of Astronomy. 8vo, pp.
xvi, 360, Index, b/w plates and ills., prev owner's
inscr., slightly yellowed edges, orig cl bds., edges
slightly sunned, in worn and torn d.j., edges chipped
with loss. New York, Harper & Bros, 1955
$ 30.00

72. Hoyle, Fred. Ten Faces of the Universe Royal
8vo, pp. xii, 207, Index, b/w photos and maps, orig
cl bds., v.g. San Francisco, W.H. Freeman & Co.,
1977
$ 15.00

73. Jackson, Francis and Patrick Moore. Life on
Mars 8vo, pp. xii, 111, Index, b/w plates, orig cl
bds., v.g., in d.j. edges rubbed, few small tears and

chips edges, minor marks rear. London, The
Scientific Book Club, 1965
* Arguments for and against life on Mars.
$ 20.00

74. Jeans, H.W. Hand-Book For The Stars:
Containing Rules for Finding the Names and
Positions of all the Stars of the First and Second
Magnitude 3rd ed., 8vo, pp. viii, 48, 15 tables,
previous owner's signature f.f.ep and top of title
page, b/w frontis, b/w ills., occasional marks
scattered throughout, faint colour pencil marks front
free ep., hinges tender, original cloth bds., spine
sunned, edges rubbed particularly cnrs. Lacks star
maps. London, Robson and Son, 1868
* Covers principle stars of both the Northern and
Southern Constellation, and of the Constellation of
the Zodiac. Includes method of learning star names
by use of a diagram.
$ 150.00

75. Jeans, Sir James. The Mysterious Universe
Reprint, 8vo, pp. x, 142, Index, b/w frontis, b/w
plate, eps slightly yellowed, orig cl bds., few
discoloured patches head and tail of spine, slightly
faded area rear, in chipped and worn d.j., foxed.
England, Cambridge University Press, 1933
* Expansion of an astronomy lecture delivered in
1930.
$ 15.00

76. Jones, Inigo. My "Nephelo-Coccygia" 8vo, pp.
64, b/w ills., faint tape mark contents page and last
text page, occasional mark, paper wraps, edges
tanned. Brisbane, c1952
* Account of the establishment of Crohamhurst
Observatory.
$ 70.00

77. Kaler, James B. Stars and Their Spectra, An
Introduction to the Spectral Sequence 8vo, pp. xvi,
300, Index, b/w ills., review copy label pasted to
ffep, wraps, very good. Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 1997
$ 35.00

78. Kamp, Peter van de. Basic Astronomy 1st
printing, 8vo, pp. xvi, 400, Index, b/w plates and
ills., previous owner's inscriptions, remnants of dust
jacket pasted to front and rear endpapers, minor
foxing fore-edge, original cloth boards, good, top
cnrs bumped. New York, Random House, 1952
$ 20.00

79. King, H.C. Exploration of the Universe, the
Story of Astronomy 8vo, cloth boards, dustjacket,



b&w plates, pp 304. Slight darkening to edges of
price-clipped d.j., o/w very good condn. Book in
near-fine condition. London, Secker & Warburg,
1964
$ 25.00

80. King, Henry C. The Background of Astronomy
8vo, pp. (vi) 254, Index, original boards, very good,
in d.j. spine and edges yellowed, faint red marks
rear, small chip bottom and top edge. London,
Watts & Co, 1957
$ 15.00

81. King-Hele, Desmond. Observing Earth
Satellites Royal 8vo, pp. viii, 184, Index, b/w
photos and ills., tape and staple mark f.f.ep., orig
bds., light rubbing bottom edge, in good d.j
London, Macmillan, 1983
* Practical guide to satellite observation.
$ 20.00

82. Kippax, John R. The Call of the Stars, A
Popular Introduction to a Knowledge of the Starry
Skies 8vo, pp. xx, 430, Index, colour frontis, b/w
plates, lacks last Index page pp. 431 and rear free
endpaper, fore-edge pp.15-16 torn, small ink note
top edge pp. 430, scattered yellowing throughout
particularly prelims and plate margins, hinges
cracked, original cloth bds., small stain front and
rear board, edges rubbed, corners bumped. New
York, G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1914
* Covers major constellations, the sun, and the
planets. Defective lacks last Index page.
$ 25.00

83. Lardner, Dionysius. Hand-Book of Astronomy,
Volume II 8vo, pp. (vi) (433) - 872, Index, (ii
adverts), b/w frontis, b/w plates and ills., light
foxing and few marks scattered throughout, stamp
front pastedown, hinges started, top edge dust
stained, original blind stamped cloth boards,
rubbed, edges heavily worn, partial restoration of
boards with spine relaid to backstrip, head spine
lost and chipped at tail. London, Walton and
Maberley, 1853-1856
* Covers eclipses, comets, planetary perturbations,
and astronomical instruments. Volume II only.
$ 50.00

84. Lemonick, Michael D. Other Worlds, the
Search for Life in the Universe 8vo, cloth boards,
dustjacket, b&w plates, pp 272. Slight toning to
page edges, o/w near-fine in near-fine d.j. New
York, Simon & Schuster, 1998
$ 25.00

85. Levy, David H. Clyde Tombaugh, Discoverer
of Planet Pluto 8vo, pp. xii, 211, Index, b/w ills.,
wraps, very good. Tuscon, University of Arizona
Press, 1991
* Biography of the astronomer.
$ 20.00

86. Lewin, Walter H.G. et.al. (Editors). X-Ray
Binaries Reprint, Royal 8vo, pp. xii, 662, Index,
b/w plates, review copy label pasted ffep, wraps, nr
fine. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1997
* Cambridge Astrophysics Series.
$ 80.00

87. Lewis, Thomas. Measures of the Double Stars
Contained in the Mensurae Micrometricae of F.G.
W. Struve, Collected and Discussed with. General
Deductions, A List of Proper Motions of Fifty
Faint Stars, and Various Other Information in
Respect to Double Stars 4to, pp. xxiv, 723, b/w
frontis portrait, b/w charts, ink note to top title page,
page edges lightly tanned, replacement endpapers,
few marks edges, cloth boards, spine sunned with
few waterstains, lightly rubbed. London, Royal
Astronomical Society, 1906
$ 120.00

88. Lovell, A.C.B. The Individual and the
Universe Reprint, 8vo, pp. (viii) 111, orig cl bds.,
v.g., in d.j slightly rubbed edges, few marks rear,
good. London, Oxford University Press, 1959
* BBC Reith Lectures 1958, a series concerned with
astronomical techniques.
$ 20.00

89. Lyttleton, R.A. Man's View of the Universe
8vo, pp. 108, Index, b/w plates and ills., prev
owner's inscr., orig cl bds., v.g., in rubbed d.j.,
edges frayed. London, Michael Joseph, 1961
* Nature and possible origins of astronomical
bodies.
$ 10.00

90. Malin, David. A View of the Universe 4to, pp.
xviii, 266, Index, col and b/w photos, orig cl bds.,
nr fine, in very good d.j. Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 1993
* Superb collection of photographs from the
renowned astronical photographer, with
informative text.
$ 50.00

91. Malina, Frank J. (Editor). Research in Physics
and Chemistry, Proceedings of the Third Lunar
International Laboratory (LIL) Symposium 8vo,
pp. 145, b/w plates, original boards, in d.j. rubbed,



edges lightly worn. Oxford, Pergamon Press, 1969
* Collection essays covering chemistry and physics
of the moon.
$ 30.00

92. Maunder, E. Walter (Editor). The Indian
Eclipse 1898, Report of the Expeditions Organized
by The British Astronomical Association to
Observe the Total Solar Eclipse of 1898, January
22 8vo, pp. xii, 172, Index, b/w frontis, b/w plates,
b/w text photos and ills., loosely inserted newspaper
clippings which have caused some offsetting to
margins of title page and pp. 21, foxing spots
endpapers and prelims and latter leaves, faint
yellowing to page edges, original gilt decorated
cloth bds., silverfished. London, Hazell, Watson &
Viney, 1899
* Account of the second expedition organised by
The British Astronomical Association to observe a
solar eclipse. Edward Maunder, along with his
brother, Thomas, were instrumental in the
formation of the British Astronomical Association,
and his wife, Annie, was the first women awarded
membership in 1916.
$ 200.00

93. McVittie, G.C. General Relativity and
Cosmology 8vo, pp. x, 198, Index, light foxing
endpapers, original cloth boards, bottom edge
rubbed, in worn d.j. edges frayed and creased, tape
to rear, small chips extremities. London, Chapman
& Hall, 1956
* Volume 4 The International Astrophysics Series.
$ 25.00

94. Mezzacappa, Anthony (Editor). Stellar
Evolution, Stellar Explosions and Galactic
Chemical Evolution, Proceedings of the 2nd Oak
Ridge Symposium on Atomic and Nuclear
Astrophysics, Oak Ridge, Tennesee, 2-6 December
1997 8vo, pp. xx, 737, Index, b/w ills and charts,
original pictorial boards, nr fine. Bristol, Institute of
Physics Publishing, 1998
* Collection of papers delivered at the symposium
covering stellar atmospheres, nuclear, atomic, and
molecular data for astrophysics, pregalactic and
galactic chemical evolution, and stellar explosions.
$ 110.00

95. Moore, Patrick. Patrick Moore's Colour Star
Atlas Royal 8vo, pp. 112, colour and b/w ills.,
original boards, top edge dusty, in d.j. top edge
frayed, cnrs worn. Guildford, Lutterworth Press,
1973
$ 20.00

96. Moore, Patrick. The Amateur Astronomer
Reprint, 8vo, pp. vi, 337, Index, b/w ills., original
boards, very good, in like d.j. Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 1990
$ 22.00

97. Morse, Edward S. Mars and Its Mystery 8vo,
pp. xiv, 192, Index, (ii adverts), b/w frontispiece,
b/w plates, stamp to front pastedown and title page,
two small pieces of tape to hinge tilte page,
occasional marks and few foxing spots scattered
throughout, 3cm tear to fore-edge pp. 95 but no
loss, edges dusty, original cloth bds., rubbed, ink
stains to rear, cloth frayed at head and tail of spine,
cnrs heavily worn. Boston, Little, Brown And Co.,
1907
* Analysis of the planetary markings of Mars, with
discussion of the possibility of intelligent life on the
planet. Written in defence of his friend the
astronomer Percival Lowell, who believed that
there were canals and possibly intelligent life on
Mars.
$ 95.00

98. Moulton, Forest Ray. An Introduction to
Astronomy 8vo, pp. xx, 557, Index, (iv adverts),
b/w plates, b/w photos and ills., ink notes to rear
free endpaper, ink marks front pastedown, edges
dusty, shaken, quarter leather, leather spine worn
and scuffed, chipped at head and tail spine, cloth
rubbed particularly corners. New York, The
MacMillan Co., 1907
* Covers reference points and lines, constellations,
instruments, the moon, the stars, and the planets.
$ 90.00

99. Myerscough, W. and W. Hamilton. Rapid
Navigation Tables Tall 8vo, pp. 109, folded b/w
plotting sheets rear pocket, front endpaper charts,
front endpapers slightly marked, top edge dusty,
original cloth bds., spine and top edge sunned, few
marks edges, cnrs rubbed. London, Sir Isaac Pitman
& Sons, 1939
* Covers Bubble Sextant Corrections, Marine
Sextant Corrections, Conversion Tables, Rapid
Altitude and Azimuth tables, and miscellaneous
tables.
$ 20.00

100. Nangle, James.Revised and enlarged by Harley
Wood, Chapter on Radio Astronomy by F.J. Kerr.
Stars of the Southern Heavens. 4th revised ed., pp.
xiv, 129, Index, b/w frontis, b/w plates and ills.,
endpapers faintly yellowed, few minor marks,
original cloth bds., top front edge dusty, in worn
d.j., rear flap detached. Sydney, Angus &



Robertson, 1958
* Book for the amateur astronomer.
$ 25.00

101. Newcomb, Professor Simon.Introduction by Sir
Robert S. Ball. Astronomy for Everybody, A
Popular Exposition of the Wonders of the
Heavens 8vo, pp. xvi, 341, Index, (1 advert), b/w
frontis, b/w plates and ills., lacks rear advert,
endpapers tanned and lightly foxed, fore-edge
lightly foxed, top edge gilt, original cloth boards,
silverfished, spine discoloured, edges rubbed, small
split head spine. London, Isbister and Company,
1903
* Covers the celestial motions, instruments, the
planets and their satellites, and comets.
$ 25.00

102. Nichol, J.P. The Architecture of the Heavens
9th ed., 8vo, pp. xx, 300, b/w plates some folded,
b/w ills., light foxing and marks scattered
throughout, hinges broken, faint waterstains
endpaper edges, waterstain top edge from prelims to
pp. 109 has caused slight waving of pages, edges
lightly foxed and dust stained, original blind
stamped cloth boards, spine and edges sunned, top
edge waterdamagedfew small marks and stains,
edges rubbed, slightly chipped head of spine.
London, Hippolyte Balliere, 1851
* Includes account of general structure of the
heavens, celestial mechanisms, and evolution.
Library of Illustrated Standard Scientific Works,
Volume IX.
$ 200.00

103. Norman, Colin A. et.al. (Editors). Stellar
Populations, Proceedings of the Stellar
Populations Meeting, Baltimore, 1986 May 20-22,
8vo, pp. (x) 245, b/w plate, original boards, very
good. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press,
1986
* Collection review papers from major meetings of
the Space Telescope Science Institute. Space
Telescope Science Institute Symposium Series I.
$ 50.00

104. Peltier, Leslie C. Starlight Nights 1st UK
edition, 8vo, pp. x, 236, b/w ills., minor foxing
edges, original boards, spine slightly sunned, very
good. London, Macmillan, 1967
$ 30.00

105. Perdrix, J.L. and R.J. Lawrence (Editors).
Yaraandoo, Number 0, Journal of the Australian
Astronomical Societies, April-June 1984 8vo, pp.
iv, 32, b/w ills., typescript, wraps, faint mark front,

very good. Perth, JR Publications, 1984
* Specimen issue of a journal distributed at a
NACCA Convention, Perth.
$ 15.00

106. Proctor, Mary and Dr A.C.D. Crommelin.
Comets, Their Nature, Origin, and Place in the
Science of Astronomy 8vo, pp. xiii, 204, Index, b/w
frontis, b/w plates and ills., original cloth bds.,
some light foxing, small area fishing rear, few small
marks front edges, spine slightly sunned, top edges
bumped. London, The Technical Press, 1937
* Origins and theory of comets, includes the story
of Halley's Comet and pioneer comet hunters such
as Australia's Tebbutt.
$ 75.00

107. Reichen, Charles-Albert. A History of
Astronomy 1st UK ed., Tall 8vo, pp. 112, col
plates, b/w photos and ills., orig gilt dec cl bds., nr
fine, in d.j edges slightly frayed. London, Leisure
Arts, 1964
* Volume 5 in The New Illustrated Library of
Science and Invention.
$ 15.00

108. Roth, Gunter D. The System of Minor Planets -
Proof Copy 8vo, pp. 128, Index, b/w frontis, b/w
plates and ills., minor foxing prelims., top cnr latter
leaves creased, wraps, previous owner's inscription
front wrap, top rear cnr creased. London, Faber &
Faber, 1962
* Proof copy, uncorrected.
$ 20.00

109. Rudaux, L.Translated by A.H. Keane. How To
Study The Stars, Astronomy with Small Telescopes
and the Naked Eye and Notes on Celestial
Photography 8vo, pp. 360, Index, b/w plates and
ills., bookplate, endpapers tanned, light foxing
prelims and latter leaves, occasional foxing spot
scattered throughout, edges lightly foxed, shaken,
original decorated cloth bds., minor silverfishing,
spine sunned, edges rubbed. London, T. Fisher
Unwin, 1909
$ 80.00

110. Sandner, Werner.Translated by Alex Helm.
Satellites of the Solar System 8vo, pp. 151, Index,
b/w plates and ills., minor offsetting eps., orig cl
bds., v.g., in like d.j slightly rubbed. London, The
Scientific Book Club, 1965
* Analysis of the natural satellites (moons) of the
planets of the universe.
$ 25.00



111. Santillana, Giorgio de. The Crime of Galileo
8vo, pp. xxvi, 372, Index, b/w photos, f.f.ep bottom
cnr small tear, orig wraps, split to centre of front
wrap, split at front joint, top cnr front wrap chipped.
New York, Time Inc Book Division, 1962
* The discoveries of Galileo and the response of the
Church, with review of the historical context.
$ 10.00

112. Shapley, Harlow and Adelaide Ames. Annals of
the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College,
Volume 88, Number 2, A Survey of the External
Galaxies Brighter than the Thirteenth Magnitude
4to, pp. (43) - 75, b/w ills., page edges lightly
tanned, paper wraps, previous owner's name front,
edges yellowed, few faint marks. Cambridge
(Mass.), The Harvard Observatory, 1932
$ 40.00

113. (Star Chart). An Illustrated Guide to the Stars
8vo, pp. (4) unpaginated, two folded star maps with
captioned overlays, one map depicting Stars of the
Northern Hemisphere the other Stars of the
Southern Hemisphere, few minor foxing spots verso
charts, wraps, stapled spine, edges browned, few
marks, bookseller sticker front and inked price.
London, W. & R. Chambers, c1940
$ 20.00

114. Sternfeld, A. Interplanetary Travel 2nd rev ed.,
8vo, pp. 128, b/w ills and maps, wraps, few minor
marks, good. Moscow, Foreign Languages
Publishing House, 1958
* Advances in space travel.
$ 20.00

115. Stetson, Harlan True. Man and the Stars 8vo,
pp. xiv, 221, Index, b/w frontis, b/w plates, light
foxing throughout, endpapers yellowed, original
cloth boards, edges lightly rubbed. New York,
Grosset & Dunlap, 1930
$ 20.00

116. Stetson, Harlan True. Sunspots and Their
Effects 2nd printing, 8vo, pp. xvi, 201, b/w frontis,
b/w ills., library stamp front and rear pastedowns,
pencil notes endpapers, original cloth boards, lightlt
rubbed, few light marks. New York, Whittlesey
House, 1937
$ 20.00

117. Steves, B.A. and A.J. Maciejewski (Editors).
The Restless Universe, Applications of
Gravitational N-Body Dynamics ton Planetary,
Stellar and Galactic Systems 8vo, pp. xii, 390,
Index, b/w ills., wraps, near-fine. Edinburgh,

SUSSP Publishing, 2001
* Proceedings of the Fifty Fourth Scottish
Universities Summer School in Physics, Clair
Atholl, 23 July - 5 August 2000.
$ 40.00

118. Stokley, James.Preface by Dr Walter Adams.
Stars and Telescopes 8vo, pp. xvi, 319, Index, b/w
frontis, b/w plates and ills., stamp f.f.ep., previous
owner's signature, light foxing, few marks edges,
orig cl bds., rubbed, title label to spine worn. New
York, Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1936
$ 30.00

119. (Sydney Observatory). Description of The Star
Camera at the Sydney Observatory 4to, pp. 14, b/w
plates some double page, title page and introduction
page slightly tanned edges, few minor marks
scattered throughout,front hinge broken, original
gilt decorated cloth boards, few marks both boards,
cloth slightly mottled, cnrs rubbed. Sydney,
Government Printer, 1892
* Detailed record of the photographic instrument
installed at Sydney Observatory. Scarce volume.
$ 770.00

120. Taylor, John. Black Holes: The End of the
Universe? 8vo, pp. 175, Index, prev owner's inscr.,
orig cl bds., slightly rubbed head of spine otherwise
v.g., in like d.j., head of spine creased. London,
Souvenir Press, 1973
$ 15.00

121. Thackeray, A.D. Astronomical Spectroscopy
8vo, cl bds, diagrams, pp. 256. Edges very lightly
rubbed, binding sound, no marks or annotations,
very good condition. London, Eyre &
Spottiswoode,
* A study of applications of the spectroscope to
astronomy.
$ 20.00

122. Thiel, Rudolf.Translated from the German by
Richard and Clara Winston. And There Was Light,
The Discovery of the Universe 1st English
language ed., 8vo, pp. 396, Index, b/w plates and
ills., faint offsetting endpapers, few foxing spots
edges, original cloth bds., edges a little rubbed, in
d.j.top portion spine and edges yellowed, few
marks. London, Andre Deutsch, 1958
* History of astronomical discoveries, from ancient
civilizations to the modern era.
$ 30.00

123. Thompson, Gregg D. The Australian Guide to
Stargazing Reprint, 8vo, pp. 128, col frontis, col



plates, b/w photos, wraps, nr fine. Sydney,
Landsdowne, 1995
* Reference manual for observing the stars.
$ 20.00

124. Tsiolkovsky, K.Translated by V. Dutt. The Call
of the Cosmos 8vo, pp. 472, b/w frontis portrait,
b/w plates, light yellowing endpapers, minor foxing
edges, original cloth boards, cloth mottled,
unevenly sunned, in d.j. lightly rubbed, edges
lightly worn. Moscow, Foreign Languages
Publishing House, 1963
$ 30.00

125. Tucker, Wallace and Riccardo Giacconi. The X-
Ray Universe 8vo, pp. xii, 201, Index, colour
plates, b/w ills., original cloth boards, very good, in
like d.j. Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1985
$ 30.00

126. Turner, H.H. A Voyage In Space, A Course of
Six Lectures "Adapted to a Juvenile Auditory"
Delivered at the Royal Institute at Xmas 1913 8vo,
pp. xvi, 34, Index, b/w frontis, b/w plates, b/w
photos and ills., stamp ffep, very good condn.
London, Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge, 1925
* Lectures on space travel, telescopes, and the
stars.
$ 40.00

127. (United States Naval Observatory).
Determination of the Difference of Longitude
Between Washington and Paris, 1913-1914
Reprint, 4to, pp. (iv) 100, b/w frontis, b/w plates,
ex-lib with stamps to front and rear pastedown and
top of pp. 10, ink note to front pastedown, bottom
cnr pp-9-10 lost and both top and bottom cnr pp.
11-12, errata pasted to front free endpaper, stitching
weak, original cloth boards, minor fishing edges,
few small marks front, cnrs worn, small paer label
spine. Washington, Government Printing Office,
1916
* Reprint of publications of the United States Naval
Observatory, Second Series, Volume IX - Appendix.
$ 80.00

128. Utting, Muriel. Astronomy in Western
Australia, Volume III: 1940-1962 4to, pp. (vi) viii,
131, Index, b/w ills., author's presentation copy,
wraps, near fine. Perth, Perth Observatory, 2000
$ 27.50

129. Vaucouleurs, Gerard de.Translated by R.
Wright. Astronomical Photography, From the
Daguerrotype to the Electron Camera 8vo, pp. 94,

Index, b/w plates, endpapers yellowed, original
cloth boards, top edge slightly yellowed otherwise
good, in d.j. top edge rubbed. London, Faber &
Faber, 1961
$ 30.00

130. Vaucouleurs, Gerard de. Le Probleme Martien (
*signed) 12mo, pp. 63, b/w plates, authors
presentation copy signed and dated, few marks
verso wraps, wraps, rear edges yellowed, good.
Paris, Editions Elzevir, 1946
* Text in French.
$ 44.00

131. Vaucouleurs, Gerard de. Physics of the Planet
Mars, An Introduction to Aerophysics 8vo, pp.
365, Index, ix b/w plates, b/w diagrams, endpapers
tanned, edges foxed and occasional spots
throughout, original cloth bds., cnrs rubbed
otherwise good, in d.j. edges and spine tanned, head
and tail spine slightly worn. London, Faber &
Faber, 1954
* Analysis of the physical study of Mars. Provides
review of climate, topography, and atmosphere.
$ 50.00

132. Vehrenberg, Hans. Atlas of Deep-Sky
Splendors Reprint, 4to, pp. 242, colour and b/w
ills., pictorial endpapers, original cloth boards, very
good, in d.j. top edge lightly creased, cnrs rubbed.
Cambridge (Mass.), Sky Publishing, 1988
$ 30.00

133. Walker, Christopher (Editor).Foreword by
Patrick Moore. Astronomy before the Telescope
Small 4to, pp. 352, Index, col plates, b/w photos
and ills., maps, orig cl bds., nr fine, in like d.j.
London, BCA, 1996
* Survey of world astronomy prior to the invention
of the telescope in 1609. Includes astronomy
practices and beliefs of Ancient Egypt and Greece,
India, and Australian Aboriginals.
$ 35.00

134. Waterfield, Reginald L. A Hundred Years of
Astronomy 8vo, pp. 526, Index, stamp front free
endpaper, top edge dusty, original cloth bds., edges
rubbed, spine sunned, rear lightly fished with few
marks. London, Duckworth, 1938
* Covers planet discovery, development of celestial
photography, stellar evolution and relativity, solar
physics, and atomic theory.
$ 30.00

135. Watson, Fletcher G. Between the Planets
Revised edition, 8vo, pp. (viii) 188, Index, b/w



136. plates and ills., light offsetting pp. 17 from
newspaper clipping, endpapers yellowed, original
cloth boards, good, in worn and torn d.j., pieces
missing front edges, lacking head of spine,
numerous closed tears and small chips edges,
repaired and protected. Cambridge, Harvard
University Press, 1956
* Account of the four main bodies of the solar
system, asteroids, comets, meteors and meteorites.
$ 25.00

137. Whewell, Rev. William. Astronomy and
General Physics, Considered with Reference to
Natural Theology. 4th edition, pp xvi, 381, 1 page
works of Whewell, scattered foxing throughout,
rebacked with maroon title pieces, orig blue cloth
laid to covers, good. London, William Pickering,
1834
* Bridgewater Treatise no. 3.
$ 175.00

138. Young, David S. De. The Physics of
Extragalactic Radio Sources 8vo, pp. xiv, 558,
Index, b/w photos and charts, original papered
boards, nr fine, in like d.j. Chicago, University of
Chicago Press, 2002
* Overview of extragalactic radio sources, covering
evolution, physical properties, and use.
$ 65.00

139. Zhdanov, G. Rays from the Depths of Space
8vo, pp. 147, b/w ills., rear cnrs a little creased,
wraps, rear yellowed with few small marks.
Moscow, Foreign Languages Publishing House,
1958
$ 15.00

140. ВОРОНЦОВ-ВЕЛЬЯМИНОВ, ПРОФ. Б.А.
ACTPOHOMИЯ 8vo, pp. 176, Index, colour
spectrum rear and folded chart, b/w ills., ex-library
stamp ffep and title page, light foxing endpapers,
page edges tanned, original cloth backed papered
boards, scuffed and rubbed, library call number
spine. Moscow, 1954
* Text in Russian.
$ 22.00

141. Гурев, Г.А. Что Tакое Вселенная 8vo, pp.
200, b/w ills., page edges tanned, paper wraps,
spine extremities rubbed. Moscow, 1955
* Text in Russian. Astronomy.
$ 22.00

142. ЗИГЕЛЬ, Ф. ЗАГАДКА МАРСА 8vo, pp. 128,
colour plates, b/w ills., light yellowing endpapers,
original cloth backed pictorial boards, rubbed, spine
tanned. Moscow, 1956
* Text in Russian. Astronomy.
$ 30.00

143. Овчаренко, Ф. et.al. Палыгорскит в Бурении
8vo, pp. 159, b/w ills, four loosely inserted
diagrams rear, previous owner's inscription, page
edges browned, original boards, few tape marks
front. Kiev, Texhika, 1966
$ 22.00


